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File preview

{ part i }

The thing about Andrew is… well. It‟s hard to say. They don‟t even meet until the table read,

but Jesse feels like this is important for some reason, so he actually sits down and watches a

movie of his and a couple episodes of Doctor Who and maybe an interview or two and thinks

he knows what to expect. He expects Andrew to be dorky and charming and friendly, to

deliver in every scene and have every woman on the set fluttering around him like he‟s their

child, and that maybe he‟ll drink a lot of tea out of some vintage ceramic thermos and wear

giant scarves and smile a lot in a way that, if held at gunpoint, Jesse will admit is kind of

stupidly adorable. He probably owns about six pairs of TOMS, but because he actually cares

about shoeless children or whatever, not because it‟s trendy, and he probably spends his spare

time hugging puppies or, fuck, memorizing Shakespearean sonnets or something.

And Andrew in the flesh, well—basically, he‟s all of those things, plus affectionate and

doting and slightly insane and maybe even a little genuinely wonderful. So it‟s not even that

surprising when he slings an arm over Jesse‟s shoulders at the bar when they go out for drinks

after the first day of filming, or when he buries his nose in Jesse‟s hair and slurs over the

music, “Reckon two more‟ll do you just fine, love!” It doesn‟t seem like a big deal when he

starts bringing an extra cup of coffee marked JESS to Jesse‟s trailer at random times of the

day because he says he wants to run lines but apparently all he really wants is to draw all over

his copy of the script and laugh all crinkly when Jesse complains about the douchebag sandals

he has to wear every day. Andrew‟s just that kind of person, and those are the kinds of things

you expect from him.

But that‟s the thing about Andrew. He has this way about him that convinces you he‟s made

entirely out of sunshine and daisies and big Bambi eyes and not even a speck of anything

dirty, and then he‟ll leave you reeling. It‟s the set of his jaw sometimes, or the way he leaves

marks with his fingernails, or the harsh hiss through his teeth when he leans in before a take



and says you’re fucking disgusting in Jesse‟s—Mark‟s—ear. You think you‟ve got him

figured out, but there‟s something about him that is dangerously unpredictable.

Jesse thinks, as one of Andrew‟s slim thighs shoves his roughly apart, as a set of crooked

teeth introduces itself to the side of his jaw, hard, that maybe he could have seen this coming.

He groans, digs his fingers in, and Andrew smiles like the sun when he bites back.

But that‟s getting ahead of the story.

***

Jesse‟s always felt a bit uncomfortable in his skin. Most of the time he walks around feeling

sort of disjointed, like he‟s got his body on backwards and the tag is showing. He wishes he

could claim the whole twitchy awkwardness thing he has going as good acting, but if that‟s

the case, he‟s been method since he hit puberty. Usually interacting with people makes him

feel like some kind of displaced robot person or one of those kids who don‟t develop social

skills right so their parents have them set up on playdates with normal children as therapy. He

doesn‟t listen to the right music or watch the right things, and maybe that would be okay if he

was into any of the things that awkward nerdy guys are supposed to be into, but he‟s not. He‟s

never had a PlayStation and he doesn‟t even know how to order Starbucks. No, instead he

collects old maps and listens to musical theater and lives inside this odd limbo between

normal and the kind of weird that is normal to weird people.

Which is to say, he doesn‟t know why he came here, this glass bottle of a restaurant alone

with Andrew. He can feel the drink in his hand making his palm even clammier as he tracks

the stripes on Andrew‟s Henley with his eyes, and he occupies himself with the way they

follow the lines of his shoulders, lines, borders, maps of Eastern Europe, anything that‟s not

the impending awkwardness of the next hour. He used to take night classes just to avoid

interactions like this.

So today is the first table read—the first time they‟ve actually met each other. Fincher gave

them a lunch break halfway through, and Jesse honestly can‟t remember what compelled him

to follow when Andrew suggested a kosher place down the street—when he asked Andrew

how he knew he was Jewish, Andrew just laughed—but here he is.

Jesse‟s already folded into the corner of a booth when Andrew slides into the opposite side,

all limbs and smiles. He has this sort of lolling grace about the way he moves, like he‟s in a

state of smooth, continuous motion, even when he‟s curling his legs under him in the booth

and pushing up his sleeves to pop the top off of his salad. It makes Jesse more aware of how

everything he does is jerky and angular. One time his sister told him he moved like a serial

killer on uppers. She‟s probably right. Andrew moves like a deer.

Jesse waits until Andrew‟s settled in to start unwrapping his sandwich, and Andrew smiles at

him over a forkful of lettuce. Andrew smiles a lot. Like, a lot. Usually Jesse finds that kind of

thing disturbing, but on this weird British guy it‟s okay. Which is pretty disturbing itself, but

Jesse is neurotic enough without those kinds of circuitous trains of thought, so he decides to

let it die.

“So,” Andrew says, still smiling. “You‟re a dick.”



Jesse stares. That‟s a first.

“I think you‟re dick but I care about you anyway, which is interesting,” Andrew continues,

squinting thoughtfully and gesturing with his fork. “Because it‟s not like I can just not see that

you‟re a selfish asshole, but I keep doing things for you like I‟m hoping that one day you just

won’t be.”

Jesse‟s brain takes a minute to catch up to the fact that Andrew is talking to Mark, not Jesse.

Okay. Not the worst icebreaker Jesse‟s ever endured, but definitely the strangest.

“So that means that I can sort of see you, what motivates you, all the insecurity and fear and

anger, and I can understand it. On some level I can almost relate to it because of all the

pressure I‟m under from my father and this whole rejection complex he‟s given me. And so I

look at you and I see those awful parts of you with perfect clarity, but something makes me

think that you‟ll be better than all of that.” Andrew swallows a bite of salad and gives Jesse a

sort of appraising look. “I must really love you.”

Huh.

Jesse puts his sandwich down and knots his hands together. “So you think you were right?”

Andrew raises his eyebrows. “Of course I was right! You‟re an asshole! You broke my

heart!”

“Maybe you expected too much of me,” Jesse counters coolly.

“I expected you to be a decent human being,” Andrew responds.

“I think I have a lot of feelings that you‟re not really aware of,” Jesse says. “I think you think

you understand me, but there are parts of me that you still don‟t get. I‟m not all open and

accommodating like you. I can‟t express what I feel, but that doesn‟t mean I don‟t feel it.”

“Can‟t, or won‟t?” Andrew challenges.

And they‟re off. This is his comfort zone, hiding inside the skin of another character, so it

makes sense that he slips into this bizarre shared mindset with Andrew so seamlessly. They

carry on for at least twenty minutes, arguing about their motives and betrayal and Harvard and

everything else without dropping character once. The things Andrew has to say are actually

really fascinating. Jesse‟s can‟t remember the last time he met a genuinely fascinating person.

It‟s refreshing.

It's kind of funny, because the first few minutes of the table read, he actually found Andrew

kind of intimidating, with his British accent and his reading glasses and his sleeves all rolled

up like he meant business. They don't even officially have the roles yet, but Andrew already

has his Eduardo accent perfected—American with a tiny hint of Brazilian, about 124% better

than the accent he used in that episode of Doctor Who Jesse saw—and he seemed to already

know his way around every word of the script so well that he embodied Eduardo as soon as he

opened his mouth, even slouched in a folding chair with his hair all shaggy under his wool

hat. But then he'd say a line this certain way, or make this face across the table at Jesse, and



shit, he was charming. There's something about his delivery that is unexpectedly funny and

interesting, and it was easy for Jesse to lock into that. The first time they read the hallway

scene, the whole room went completely silent and Sorkin looked like he could have kissed

them both.

So yeah, on this level? Jesse has no problem connecting. The conversatio n eventually peters

out, though, and then Andrew‟s giving him the same look his mom used to when she wanted

him to go say hi to the nice new neighbors, and, shit. This is the part Jesse doesn‟t know how

to do. He shuffles through about seventeen topics in his head before blurting out, “So, you‟re

Jewish?”

Andrew smirks for a second then nods, swallowing another bite of salad. “Half- American,

half- British, and Jewish. I‟m like a unicorn, at least back home in England.”

He shuffles his feet. Okay. He can do this. “What‟s that like?”

“I‟m assuming you mean England, not being a unicorn, yes?”

“Yes, and, um, being Jewish therein.”

Andrew smiles. “Well, for one, our dreidels are made out of Yorkshire pudding and mud from

the Thames and, like, the dust of ground up monocles. Also, The Queen comes to all of our

bar mitzvahs and personally knights us.”

“Oh, so it‟s basically exactly what I was picturing,” Jesse says.

“Naturally.” Andrew says. His voice is deadpan, but his eyes are all crinkly. “There‟s also a

very secret club of important British Jews. We meet on the Sabbath around a giant table to

discuss things like—“

“How to integrate the yarmulke into your wardrobes of deerstalker caps and comically large

pipes?”

Andrew narrows his eyes and points his fork at him accusatorily. “Have you been spying?”

“Lucky guess,” Jesse tells him. “Who presides?”

“The honorable Stephen Fry, of course,” he says. “Technically he‟s an atheist, but he was

born Jewish and he‟s Stephen Fry so exceptions were made. And George Michael sits at his

right hand.”

“Absolutely. I mean, I don‟t know about you, but when I think highly esteemed British Jews,

I think Wham.”

Andrew nods seriously and lowers his voice. “I really shouldn‟t be telling you any of this. I‟ll

probably be executed for treason.”

“Filthy European fascists,” Jesse says. He‟s tonguing his teeth to try to keep a straight face,

but there‟s this insane, alien kind of energy buzzing under his skin, and he can‟t tamp down



the corners of his mouth. “Frankly, I‟m surprised you even get invited, since you‟re not really

British. Do you have to forge your papers?"

“Excuse me, I‟m just as much of a filthy European fascist as anybody else,” he says,

affronted. Jesse finally cracks. Andrew's knees brushes his under the table, just once, and

Jesse hides his smile behind his sandwich. He really, really hopes they get to do this together.



***



Text messages exchanged between appearances for Zombieland, read over Jesse’s shoulder

by Emma



***

They move in together on the last day of rehearsals.

Justin‟s too busy to stay in one place while they‟re filming, but the studio sets Jesse and

Andrew up with a sort of condo not far from where they‟ll be doing most of the shooting in

Massachusetts. For a film with this kind of budget, the studio doesn‟t seem to spare much for

the arrangement. It‟s a simple, furnished two-bedroom with only one bathroom and a swing



on the porch that looks like it will probably give them tetanus, but neither of them care

enough to do much about it, so they just sort of throw their lives together into the cramped

space. They set up Jesse‟s bookshelf in the living room and his ancient toaster with the weird

spring in the kitchen, and Andrew brings in his kettle and a lamp he picked up at some thr ift

store and two boxes of vinyl records that Jesse tries very hard not to laugh at. It‟s not much,

but it feels like a start.

There‟s a grocery store around the corner from where they‟re living now, and they go together

as soon as everything is moved in. Andrew makes a whole production number out of getting

things off of the higher shelves for Jesse and sings Carly Simon in the cereal aisle and Jesse

laughs and keeps piling Pop-Tarts and macaroni on top of Andrew‟s basket full of organic

food. They split the bill, and when Andrew throws an arm over Jesse‟s shoulders, Jesse lets

himself lean into it. And it‟s just… it doesn‟t make sense, Jesse thinks. It doesn‟t make sense

how easily they always seem fall into this rhythm with each other, because, well. It‟ s like

this:

Jesse has two separate therapists. Mostly they make him talk about his childhood and his

repressed sexuality and his relationships with his cats, but sometimes they make him talk

about this thing he has with people his own age. Or, well, this thing he doesn’t have, which is

the ability to connect or relate or go to a bar without spending half of the night in the

bathroom reading a Kerouac that he doesn‟t even like that much but is better than the whole

connecting and relating thing. It‟s kind of a lost cause. But then there‟s Andrew, and there‟s

them, and that‟s something else.

It‟s hard to explain it even in his head without sounding like a douchebag, but Jesse thinks

there‟s something different about Andrew. It‟s not just that weird, inna te way he has of

getting right up close to you and making himself at home, all matter-of- fact like he was born

between your layers of shirts. No, Andrew‟s like that with everyone. What‟s different is that

Jesse, who probably spends 78% of his life actively avoiding people who want to touch him,

actually wants Andrew there. It‟s effortless. There‟s something—this kind of pull, this gravity

or magnetic field—about the whole thing that is foreign to Jesse and should probably be

alarming but instead is just kind of vaguely pleasant, like the low hum of an earthquake before

it hits, or maybe something less poetic like licking batteries or the way normal people feel

when somebody wants to have sex with them. Which, okay, that‟s a weird comparison, and

one Jesse kind of wishes he could take back, but—the point is, they‟ve only been friends for a

couple of weeks, and it already falls into a completely different phylum than any relationship

Jesse‟s ever had.

Their first night in the condo is mostly full of unpacking, spreading things around and tucking

things into drawers and cabinets. Jesse doesn‟t actually own a TV, so after an Andrewmandated trip to Best Buy, they spend an hour setting up a flatscreen and DVD player in the

living room. Since Andrew has inexplicably brought two closets worth of clothes for the next

five months, he delegates the task of programming the remotes to Jesse while he continues

unpacking his wardrobe.

“I hope you‟ve got some decent movies,” Andrew tells Jesse over a pile of predictably

numerous scarves he‟s trying to untangle on the floor. “None of my DVDs work over here so

the weight rests on your dainty shoulders.”



“I think you‟re pronouncing „broad and impressive‟ wrong,” Jesse says from the sofa. It‟s a

little scratchy but it‟s not any worse than the tweed monstrosity he had growing up, so he

doesn‟t mind it. Andrew‟s got a green scarf wrapped around his head like a Sikh. “And I don‟t

really watch movies that much, so.”

“You‟re kidding, right?” Andrew says, arching one eyebrow (which, on him, is a pretty

impressive gesture). “You‟re a movie star who doesn‟t like movies?”

“I‟m definitely not a movie star,” Jesse tells him awkwardly. “And it‟s not that I don‟t like

movies, I just… don‟t really get them.”

“Then what‟s in here?” Andrew says, leaning back to peer into the cardboard box Jesse has

left on the coffee table.

“Wait, no, that‟s—“

But before Jesse can get the words all the way out and much before he has a chance to avert

the crisis, Andrew‟s big cartoon eyes go stupidly round and he immediately drops the scarf

he‟s holding to dig his hands into the box. Jesse cringes at the look of absolute glee on

Andrew‟s face when he extracts a couple of the plastic cases and holds them up for scrutiny.

“Les Miserables: Original London Cast,” he reads off the cover of one CD before picking up

another. “West Side Story: Original Broadway Cast. Oh my God, these are all—oh my God,

you have three different versions of Phantom. Is this all the music you brought? Just

showtunes?”

“They‟re not showtunes,” Jesse says, reaching forward to snatch Jesus Christ Superstar out of

Andrew‟s posh judge-y British hipster fingers. “I like musical theater.”

“There‟s got to be at least a hundred albums in here, Jesse!”

“I really like musical theater.”

“Apparently,” Andrew says. At least he‟s not looking at Jesse like he‟s just sprouted antlers

and offered to let Andrew hang up his wet laundry, which is the general reaction Jesse gets

from guys his age who discover his stash of musicals. He looks… a mused? Fond? Fond. Is

that a real word? Of course it‟s a real word. Jesse‟s just not sure he‟s ever actually used it

before, at least not about anything adjacent to himself. It feels bizarre, but fact is, Andrew is

smiling fondly at him. Jesse has the insane urge to write this down. October 20, 2009: Adult

human smiled at me fondly. “Haven‟t you got any real music?”

Jesse frowns. “That is real music.”

“No, I mean,” Andrew continues, “y‟know… things that don‟t come with formation

dancing?”

“Yes,” Jesse says. He uncrosses his arms. Andrew‟s scarf turban is all askew, and he can‟t

fucking stay mad at that. “Not a lot, but. Yeah. Nothing really recent, though.”



Andrew actually clutches his chest and rolls his eyes back in his fuzzy idiot scarf-turbanwearing head like he‟s having some sort of Victorian fainting spell, and Jesse half expects

him to drape himself dramatically over the coffee table and start weeping about the wind!

Wuthering! In the moors! Instead he leaps to his feet and springs over the table, over Jesse‟s

legs, over the back of the sofa, and into his bedroom.

“What are you doing?” Jesse calls over his shoulder.

“You‟ll see!” Andrew shouts back. There‟s the sound of boxes being knocked over and a

muffled curse, then Andrew‟s bounding back into the living room and climbing over the back

of the sofa. When he drops down onto Jesse‟s knees (Jesse would like to state for the record

that he has literally never met anyone quite so comfortable and unhesitant about the whole

body-parts-on-top-of-other-body-parts thing), he‟s got a shiny silver MacBook in his hands.

“What are you doing?” Jesse asks again, not even bothering to shove Andrew off of his legs.

He feels weirdly okay with this whole arrangement. It‟s just another thing people in Andre w‟s

world do, apparently. Or at least it‟s something they do.

“I‟m making you a CD,” Andrew says. He‟s got his tongue between his teeth as he studies the

screen, and his jaw makes a nice, smooth line from this angle.

“I don‟t want a CD.”

“Yes, you do, you just don‟t know it yet. It‟s for educational purposes,” Andrew says. “And

besides, it‟ll make you feel better.”

“I feel fine.”

Andrew doesn‟t even look up from what he‟s doing, just says simply, “No, you don‟t. You‟re

homesick already, I can tell.”

Jesse stares at him for a second, speechless. He can‟t decide if he‟s more thrown by the casual

way Andrew says it or how right he is.

“I miss my cats,” Jesse says. He doesn‟t mean to say it.

“It‟s okay,” Andrew says still without missing a beat, “I‟ll give you my happy playlist. You

are required by law to listen to it. I will get Her Majesty to sign a decree. You‟ll be fed to the

royal dogs.”

“I am almost definitely outside of her jurisdiction,” Jesse says. “Also, the Queen won‟t even

take your calls. She only convenes with her actual countrymen. Last I checked, you were a

British-American playing a Brazilian, so. Good luck with that one.”

“Hush,” Andrew says, digging one elbow into Jesse‟s side, but he laughs.

***



Scribbled on a sheet of Andrew's 100% recycled parchment notebook and presented to Jesse

with a CD labeled REMEDIAL EDUCATION

***



Andrew is practically vibrating with excitement in the car the whole way to their first official

day of shooting. Jesse refuses to ride bitch on Andrew‟s stupidly European Vespa because it

seems structurally unsound and generally likely to kill and/or maim him (there‟s a whole

pros-and-cons list that goes into this decision, actually), so instead Andrew‟s buckled into the

passenger seat of Jesse‟s car. He keeps giving Jesse these looks across the console like he

might spontaneously stick his head out of the window and start singing to assemble all of his

tiny forest animal friends for the occasion. It‟s all Jesse can do not to reach over and

physically stop his knee from jiggling.

“It‟s going to be bloody fantastic,” Andrew says, bobbing along to the sounds of his own

mixtape on the car stereo. He‟s got a thermos full of tea between his legs and he‟s chewing

animatedly on a piece of toast (holding a napkin underneath it to catch any crumbs, ever the

polite British gentleman). “I can feel it. It‟s going to be brilliant. You’re going to be brilliant.”

Jesse wants to say something, maybe thanks or you too or I’m really glad we’re doing this

project together because I like you a stupid amount, but instead he says, "Why is this song on

here? I'm pretty sure it's about bone cancer. How is that supposed to make me feel better?"
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